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100th anniversary collector’s edition
In need of decorating advice? Pull up a chair and listen to style superstar Bunny Williams

“DECORATING A ROOM IS LIKE MAKING A GREAT SALAD,” DESIGNER BUNNY WILLIAMS SAYS. “YOU WANT INTERESTING INGREDIENTS. THE LITTLE BLACK THEATER CHAIRS IN MY LIVING ROOM ARE NOT COMFORTABLE, BUT THEY MAKE ME SMILE. SO I PUT THEM BY THE FIREPLACE AND STACK BOOKS ON THEM.” OVER MANTEL, 19TH-CENTURY GILDED PAINT-BOX MIRROR; ANTIQUE ENGLISH STOOLS AND THEATER CHAIRS; CUSTOM ARMCHAIR BY SCHNELLER IN A CLAREMONT FABRIC; RUG FROM DORIS LESLIE BLAU. FOR DETAILS SEE RESOURCES.
NEW DIGS, SAME BELONGINGS, DIFFERENT TAKE.

“I brought so much stuff up here,” says interior decorator Bunny Williams—first named to the AD100 in 1995 and elevated to its Hall of Fame three years ago—of the Manhattan apartment that she shares with her husband, John Rosselli, the legendary antiques dealer and home-furnishings maestro. “It was just fun to rehang all the pictures, add some new things, and change it up,” she adds. “I can spend hours playing house.”

Located on an upper floor of the palatial 1920s French Gothic Revival pile that Williams has called home for decades, the two-bedroom flat fell into her expert hands in 2018, right at the time she and Rosselli began craving something different. “We wanted a little bit more space, and I wanted more light,” she explains. Rosselli, stepping into the library to join the chat, chimes in, “At ten minutes after nine, the sun starts to turn, and this whole section of the building just brightens up.”

Solar desires answered, a swift, smart, inspiring renovation followed. Moldings now ennoble the formerly detail-free walls, an aristocratic marble mantel went into the living room, down went eye-catching carpets old and new (“I didn’t want to do sisal again,” the decorator says), and up went the art, from 19th-century Orientalist paintings (Rosselli’s passion since boyhood) to colorful canvases that only look important. “People say, ‘Oh, your art is so wonderful,’” Williams explains with a delicious laugh. “And I’m like, ‘I think I paid $200 for that in a junk shop!’ You don’t have to have a lot of money to have a very chic house”—MITCHELL OWENS

LEFT: “I PAINTED THE FRONT HALL ELECTRIC BLUE BECAUSE IT DOESN’T HAVE A WINDOW AND HAS NO LIGHT. IT’S SO MUCH FUN, THE PASTEL Deutschland color is the pops of very strong color.” LIGHT FIXTURE BY MCEWEN LIGHTING STUDIO; ANTIQUE CONSOLE, MIRROR, VASE, AND DOG BED FROM JOHN ROSELLI ANTIQUES; 1930s BRONZE VULTURE ATOP 18TH CENTURY MARBLE COLUMN.

BELOW WILLIAMS IN THE LIVING ROOM. OPPOSITE: COMPLETELY MINIMALIST ROOMS GIVE ME APoplexy. I MEAN, I INTELLECTUALLY LIKE TO LOOK AT THEM, BUT I CAN’T LIVE LIKE THAT. I’M NOT ZEN ENOUGH.” A PENNY MORRISON LINEN WRAPS THE LIBRARY; 18TH-CENTURY FRENCH ARMCHAIR.
"I'VE ALWAYS HATED BEAMED CEILINGS, BUT WITH THE PICTURE MOLDING, YOU DON'T NOTICE IT AS MUCH. I PUT IN THE BOOKCASES AND RAISED ALL THE DOORS; IT MAKES SUCH A HUGE DIFFERENCE. EIGHT-FOOT-TALL DOORS, THE CEILINGS SEEM HIGHER." CUSTOM MERCURY GLASS PANELS BY STEPHEN CAVALLO LINE ONE LIVING ROOM WALL. THE SOFA WEARS A FABRIC FROM OSBORN & LITTLE; CUSTOM COCKTAIL TABLE BY IRONIES; RÉGENCE ARMCHAIRS IN VINTAGE TIGER PRINT SILK.

Decorating is never done: there's always room for something more.
"IN THE OTHER APARTMENT, I HAD SILVER TEA PAPER IN MY BEDROOM. BUT I WANTED SOMETHING DIFFERENT HERE—AND I WASN'T GOING TO CHANGE THE BED. WHY NOT PINK? IT'S ACTUALLY THE WALLPAPER THAT GRACIE PAINTS ITS CHINESE WALLPAPERS ON, SO IT ISN’T A SOLID COLOR. IT LOOKS A BIT WORN." 1940s SERGE ROCHÉ BED WITH JULIA B. LINENS. HAND-PAINTED FLOOR BY FRANKLIN TARTAGLIONE.

ABOVE A HAND-PAINTED MURAL BY BOB CHRISTIAN DECORATIVE ART COVERS AN ANTEROOM’S WALLS AND CEILING. ENGLISH REGENCY SIDE CHAIRS; WOOD SCULPTURE BY CHRISTOPHER HEWAT; INDONESIAN SOAPSTONE RABBIT SCULPTURE; SCONCE BY HUDSON VALLEY LIGHTING; CEILING LIGHT BY ALEXA HAMPTON FROM VISUAL COMFORT; SISAL CARPET BY STARK.

RIGHT “IT’S EASY TO PUT THE BIG STUFF IN A ROOM, BUT GETTING ALL THE OBJECTS, GETTING THE CONTAINERS FOR THE FLOWERS—THINGS THAT MAKE A SPACE COME ALIVE—TAKES A WHILE.” THE CHAIR AND OTTOMAN BY BUNNY WILLIAMS HOME ARE CLAD IN FABRICS BY CLARENCE HOUSE AND SCHUMACHER; 19TH-CENTURY BOOKCASE.
"WE HAD PEOPLE FOR DINNER THE OTHER NIGHT, AND I PICKED UP A POTPIE, MADE A SALAD, AND OPENED A BOTTLE OF WINE. I DIDN’T HAVE THE TIME TO COOK ANYTHING, BUT THERE’S NO EXCUSE ANYMORE FOR THAT. EVERY TOWN HAS A TAKEOUT-FOOD PLACE."

"OUR DINING ROOM IS NOT ARCHITECTURALLY GREAT. IT’S TOO LONG, SO I ARRANGED IT FOR MORE THAN ONE PURPOSE. THE TABLE’S MY DESK WHEN I NEED TO WORK, AND I HAVE A SITTING AREA BY THE WINDOW, SO I CAN HAVE MY MORNING COFFEE AND READ THE NEWSPAPER." CUSTOM SOFA WITH OTTOMAN IS UPHOLSTERED IN AN IAN MANKIN FABRIC BY ANTHONY LAWRENCE-BELFAIR.